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 Since 1981, Glenn Neely has devoted
his career to mastering Elliott Wave
and advancing R.N. Elliott’s original

the realm of science and fact.  The three
core elements of Elliott Wave are:

· the Fibonacci number series
· pattern recognition
· the Golden ratio (.618)

All three elements have a “forecasting” or
“anticipatory” aspect, in which the
analyst is expecting the market to move up
or down a certain number of “waves”,
which adhere to a predictable design and
have specific relationships.  The three core
elements of NEoWave are:

1. Logic (for example, a strong
correction must yield a powerful
move)

2. Self-defining (for example, a
smaller degree pattern cannot
take more time and price than a
larger degree pattern)

3. Self-confirming (post-pattern
market behavior determines
whether your prior structural
analysis was correct)

Because orthodox Elliott Wave lacks the
advanced concepts of NEoWave,
traditional Elliott Wave analysts
frequently find themselves inundated with
multiple, contradictory wave counts.
Conflicting scenarios make trading
decisions difficult.

The NEoWave Forecasting Service
The Forecasting Service is an educational
tool designed to teach customers
NEoWave concepts and techniques to
improve their own market analysis.
NEoWave follows these Futures markets:
S&P 500, Gold, T-Notes, and Euro
currency.

The NEoWave Trading Service
The Trading Service provides precise,
detailed entry and exit recommendations
for the S&P, Gold, T-Note, or Euro
currency markets. The overarching goal of
all strategies is long-term profits while
keeping risk low. For longer-term traders
or investors, the Weekly section of the
Trading Service addresses trades for these
equity ETFs: SPY, GLD, TLT, and FXE.

Mr. Neely’s track record
Glenn Neely is regarded as one of the
world’s foremost and innovative Wave
analysts. His NEoWave services regularly
appear in Timer Digest’s listing of Top 10
advisory services.  In addition, NEoWave

has hired an impartial statistician to record every
weekly trading recommendation made on the four
markets followed. Visit www.neowave.com/
performance.asp to view charts illustrating the
performance results for all NEoWave Trading
Services. Assuming a single Futures contract per
trade and a starting balance of $40,000, a
NEoWave customer who followed all Daily and
Weekly recommendations would have increased
their investment by well over 400% in 4½ years.
The net of all NEoWave trades was $172,000
between January 2007 and July 2011.

Educational and investment opportunities
NEoWave, Inc. offers the following
opportunities to increase your investment skills
and your portfolio:

Trial Service – Sign up for a two-
week, $39 Trial Service “test drive” of
NEoWave services. For two weeks,
you will receive ALL NEoWave
Forecasting and Trading updates – the
same updates that NEoWave clients
receive. Visit www.NEoWave.com to
sign up.
Investment Fund – In 2009, Glenn
Neely and NEoWave Institute formed
Neely Investments LLC to manage
capital for private investors. Neely
Investments has partnered with
Emerson Equity LLC, a registered
investment advisor and broker dealer,
to offer an investment fund. The
creation of Neely Investments and the
investment fund are the culmination of
Glenn Neely’s successful 30-year
career in technical innovation and
forecasting. Learn more at http://
www.neowave.com/performance-
investment.asp
NEoWave Professional Trading
Course – NEoWave currently has a
slot open for its extremely limited
Professional Trading Course. This
comprehensive real-time trading
course, taught personally by Mr.
Neely, focuses on real-world trading
techniques required to limit risk,
preserve capital, and profit from future
market movement. Learn more at
www.neowave.com/product-trading-
course.asp

Contact information
www.NEoWave.com
Customer Service: CS@NEoWave.com
1-800-636-9283 (toll-free in U.S. or Canada)
+949-480-7401 (international calls)
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concepts. The resulting technology, now
called NEoWave, produced the first
scientific, objective, and logical approach to
Wave analysis. This step-by-step process
leads to stable, dependable Wave structure
that allows for more consistently accurate
market forecasts.  In 1983, Mr. Neely
created Elliott Wave Institute (now
NEoWave, Inc.), which offers trading and
forecasting services. In 1988, Mr. Neely
published his advanced technologies in
Mastering Elliott Wave. Mr. Neely teaches
his advanced NEoWave technologies in
exclusive, private courses in which traders
learn the skills of professionals to improve
their bottom line. In addition, Mr. Neely
recently launched Neely Investments LLC
to manage and direct private funds.

A primer on Wave theory
The Elliott Wave Principle, named after its
discoverer, Ralph Nelson Elliott, describes
how groups of people behave (also known
as crowd psychology) in a market
environment. Throughout the 1930s, Elliott
developed his Wave Principle, postulating
the idea that undulating investor
psychology manifests as fluctuating price
movements, or what he called waves. Elliott
realized traders’ actions were not erratic or
chaotic; instead, their buying-and-selling
activity formed identifiable price patterns,
which reflected various stages of mass
psychology.  Elliott theorized that each
pattern (or wave) became part of a larger,
incomplete whole. The goal was an
identification process to pinpoint a
market’s current position. When one wave
completes, it always becomes part of a
larger, incomplete whole. Therefore, the
ability to identify a market’s current
position automatically provides the ability
to predict future behavior for a specified
time. Unfortunately, Elliott’s original
theory lacked the logic, structure, and
behavioral limits to accomplish his
revolutionary vision.

The key differences between NEoWave
and Elliott Wave
The same way calculus elevated
mathematics beyond algebra and
trigonometry, the logical, self-defining limits
and self-confirming aspects of NEoWave
raise the field of wave analysis above the
realm of speculation and opinion and into
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